
 

Regional Portfolio Advisory Committee  
Tuesday, May 21, 2019 

9:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.  
@ SeaTac Conference Center 

 

Meeting Attendees 
In Person:  

Jeff Tripp, Puget Sound Energy 
Brent Barclay, Bonneville Power Administration 
Debbie DePetris, Clark Public Utilities 
Jeremy Stewart, Tacoma Power  
Dave Nightingale, Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission   
Tom Lienhard, Avista Utilities   
Fred Gordon, Energy Trust of Oregon 
Pete Pengilly, Idaho Power 

By Phone/Webinar:  

Deb Young, NorthWestern Energy 
Katie Peagan, Idaho Governor’s Office of Energy and Mineral Resources 

 Amy Wheeless, NW Energy Collation  

NEEA Staff: Kyle Stuart, Jeff Mitchell, Julia Harper, BJ Moghadam, Elaine Miller, Kaylan Dorsch  

Resources 
 Agenda Packet: https://neea.org/advisory-committee-documents/q2-2019-rpac-packet 
 Slide Deck: https://neea.org/advisory-committee-documents/q2-2019-rpac-slides 
 Recording: http://neea.adobeconnect.com/p3rg8c4hd00w/ 

Welcome, Instructions, Housekeeping 
 BJ Moghadam (NEEA) encouraged RPAC members to check out Tier 2 memos in their packets for updates 
on the RPAC Work Plan, Regional Smart Thermostat Research, and the Alliance Portfolio. There are also links to 
the C+I Lighting Regional Strategic Market Plan Progress Update, Emerging Technology Newsletter, and the 
Market Research & Evaluation Newsletter for Q2 2019.  

Looking Ahead 
 BJ Moghadam let RPAC know that this is new section on the agenda and will be on the agenda going 
forward to make sure RPAC is informed of what is on the horizon.  

A. Scale-Up Vote for Q3: Retail Product Portfolio (RPP)  
Jeff Mitchell (NEEA) gave a brief presentation about RPP and informed the RPAC committee members 

that there will be a Scale-Up vote on RPP at the next (Q3) RPAC meeting on 9/4/19. He asked RPAC members to 
think about who from their staff needs to be engaged in this conversation over the next few months and what 
additional background information is needed to advance RPP. RPAC members gave feedback on wanting more 
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information about unit energy savings, the difference between program development and market coordination, 
the strategic programmatic view.  
 
Action Item: NEEA staff committed coordinate an RPP webinar and additional 1:1 meetings, if necessary. The 
webinar will also be recorded and made available.  

 
B. Preparing for Cycle 6  

Julia Harper (NEEA) gave the committee an update on the status of special funding projects for Cycle 6. 
The Alliance has identified enough interest to pursue our work with Strategic Energy Management (SEM) and the 
Multi-Family Stock Assessment study, but not enough interest in Industrial Technical Training.  

Julia also gave a heads up about the forthcoming organizational changes within NEEA. NEEA staff will be 
re-aligned around the product groups that are delineated in the 2020-2024 Business Plan. The organizational 
changes will also inform the streamlining process for Advisory Committees. (Jeff Tripp, Brent Barclay and Deb 
Young represent RPAC on the Streamlining Task Force.) Julia conveyed that the interview process is wrapping up 
currently and there are not any updates to communicate today, but there will be time on the agenda at the Q3 
meeting in September to bring RPAC members up to speed.  
 
Action Item: Alliance members who are interested in funding these projects should contact Emily Moore (NEEA) at 
emoore@neea.org for more information about SEM and Susan Hermenet (NEEA) at SHermenet@neea.org about 
the Multi-Family Stock Assessment.   

 
C. Portfolio Review/Market Progress Update  

Julia Harper gave an update on what NEEA will focus on for the rest of 2019 including meeting Cycle 5 
Goals, preparing for a smooth transition to Cycle 6, and delivering the first dual-funded program (Next Step 
Homes) and first natural gas savings. She also discussed some of the challenges and opportunities expected for 
the current portfolio.  

Julia then gave an overview of the Q1 results for the Commercial/Industrial/Ag portfolio including 
Luminaire Level Lighting Controls, Window Attachments, Extended Motor Products (XMP), Reduced Wattage Lamp 
Replacement and Top Tier Trade Ally Training. Jeff Mitchell (NEEA) gave an update on the Residential portfolio 
including heat pump water heaters, ductless heat pumps, super-efficient dryers and manufactured homes.  

Transition Complete: Reduced Wattage Lamp Replacement  
 Elaine Miller (NEEA) reported that NEEA’s Reduced Wattage Lamp Replacement (RWLR) program will be 
entering the Transition Complete milestone and changeover to Long Term Monitoring and Tracking (LTMT). The 
transition is happening one year earlier than expected, but the Market Progress Evaluation Report indicates that 
potential change has been maximized, there is stable distributor participation, distributors have institutionalized 
sales and stocking practices, and the linear fluorescent market is declining. The Alliance has been working on RWLR 
since 2014 and grown low wattage lamps market share from 15% in 2015 to 53% in 2019. The Alliance was able to 
touch more than 3 million low wattage lamps and provide 4.3 aMW Total Regional Savings from 2015-2019. 

Streamlining Task Force Proposal  
A. RPAC Charter 

BJ Moghadam (NEEA) walked the group through the proposed edits to the RPAC charter made by NEEA 
Directors and the Governance Committee. The Governance Committee asked for RPAC’s review and feedback. 
RPAC members identified three sections of the charter where they had some concerns with old language or new 
edits. Although there was not consensus on all issues, RPAC members expressed their hesitation with sections of 
the charter on the challenge flag process, committee membership, and the NEEA Governance/Management/ 
Advisory Roles and Responsibilities table.  These concerns are summarized as follows: 
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1. Addendum A, Challenge Flag Process  
a. Concern with 4(b)(ii) 

Several RPAC members expressed concern with allowing NEEA’s Executive Director to overrule a 
Challenge Flag without requiring a discussion with the Board, as is required by 4(b)(i).  Members 
proposed either modifying the last sentence of 4(b)(ii) to read “Overrule of a Challenge Flag will 
be reported referred to the Board for resolution,” or deleting 4(b)(ii) altogether, as a Board 
discussion is already required by 4(b)(i).  No RPAC member objected to this proposal. 

b. Clarification needed in 4(b)(i) re: escalating matters to “the Board” 
RPAC members recommended clarifying the language to specify whether an escalated Challenge 
Flag goes to the full Board for discussion, or just the Executive Committee, or a combination.   

 
2. Committee Membership section 

a. BPA noted that the language “…and the Executive Director may appoint additional Members as 
needed to support or enhance the effectiveness of the committee” lacked specificity/definition.  A 
discussion ensued about whether there’s a risk or problem to solve, and about “trust” with regard 
to this authority of the ED.  Energy Trust objected to adding boundary conditions seeking to limit 
this authority, absent a problem to solve.  RPAC agreed that the concern was tied more to the 
imprecise nature of the language than to a lack of trust, and that the committee wouldn’t propose 
new language, but wanted to flag this for Governance Committee’s consideration.  RPAC will 
accept what Governance Committee decides—whether modified language or keeping as-is.   
 

3. NEEA Governance / Management / Advisory Roles and Responsibilities table – “For the good of the 
alliance…”  

a. NorthWestern flagged that it isn’t clear what the language “For the good of the alliance” means 
for advisory committee members, with regard to how they come to the table to collaborate with 
NEEA programs---if what’s good for a NEEA program is in conflict with local programs, do they 
have to change their local programs for the good of the alliance?  NEEA staff clarified that it’s 
intended as a reminder that we’re all here with our regional “hat” on, trying to decide how to do 
regional work for the most regional benefit, and that not every MT activity will benefit every 
utility.  NorthWestern acknowledged the need to recognize the overall value proposition as 
opposed to activity-by-activity, but that the regional value proposition has to balance with local 
activities, and that this phrase confuses more than it clarifies.   

 
Action Item: Once these summarized concerns are reviewed by RPAC, NEEA staff will provide them in a memo to 
the Governance Committee.  
 

B. Coordinating Committee Proposal 
BJ gave an update about what the Streamlining Task Force has been working on in recent months and 

their current proposal for RPAC to consider. The Task Force focused on what RPAC members need from their 
support staff in order to do their job as RPAC members, while also considering that NEEA’s 2020-2024 Business 
Plan will be structured by product groups rather than sectors. The Task Force is recommending that RPAC staff 
Coordinating Committees based on portfolio needs. Coordinating Committees will collaborate with NEEA staff and 
report outcomes to RPAC. Work Groups could also be organized on an as-needed basis and for a limited term.  

RPAC committee members agreed that they would appreciate more time to discuss this proposal 
internally with their staff and also could make a more informed decision once the organizational changes to NEEA 
are announced. The committee agreed that they could not make any decisions at this meeting today.  

Action Item: NEEA staff will coordinate an RPAC webinar in approximately one month to revisit the Streamlining 
proposal.   



RPAC+ Review of 2019 Heat Pump Water Heater Q3 Consumer Awareness Marketing Campaign 
 Kyle Stuart (NEEA) gave an overview of the Heat Pump Water Heater (HPWH) campaign that will be taking 
place from August 1 - September 30, 2019. The goal of the campaign is, first, to increase consumer awareness of 
HPWHs and, second, to drive traffic to utility websites and leads to installers. The campaign will target the DIY 
audience who are home improvement minded and interested in upgrades to their water heater. The media mix 
will be YouTube and Cable Media.  

 Per the new downstream marketing process, Avista exempted from the cable and digital buy. PSE and 
Tacoma Power opted to self-deliver on the digital buy. Idaho Power is exempt per their Cycle 5 agreement. All 
other funder utilities will be participating in the cable and digital campaign.  

Action Item:  PSE and Tacoma Power agreed to share their plans for self-delivery within four weeks (mid-June), per 
the RPAC+ process, and plans will be shared with other RPAC members at the Q3 meeting.  
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